Messe Muenchen Fairground Tour

What is the reason, that the Munich Trade Fair Center is considered being one of the best and most modern of the world? Let’s discover why!

During a guided tour you get an insight into the world of exhibitions even “behind the curtains” and realize how trade fairs are being organized. The underground engineering caves, one of the world’s largest solar energy roof plants, the FIFA world cup fountain, the Trade Fair Tower and the Congress Center are only a few of the highlights of this tour.

You may learn interesting stories and legends regarding the foundation of the Munich Trade Fair company, our worldwide business expansion as well as details concerning the architectural design and the development of the Fairground in Munich.

The tour

- Meeting point Entrance West – the well known landmark of Messe Muenchen
- Short introduction by a video and assessment of the overall building arrangement by a model on scale at Visitors’ Reception Lounge West
- Functional properties of the entrance area and the Atrium
- Architectural features of the halls for stand construction and during trade fairs
- Visit of the Solar Energy Generation Roof Plant (dependant on weather condition)
- Explanation of technical services visiting the underground engineering caves
- The East Entrance and the Trade Fair Tower
- A look onto the outdoor fairground und the Congress Center North
- North Entrance and FIFA world cup fountain
- The ICM – International Congress Center
- End of tour at West Entrance with a view onto the lakes and the former airport tower

There may be short term access restrictions specially during exhibition events

Duration of the tour

90 minutes of an exciting tour with an experienced guide, being a former member of Messe Muenchen management. For the tour language there is a choice of German, English or Spanish. Group tours can be booked for a timing between 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday to Friday in a minimum number of 10 participants. Special tours beyond the above timing or with more than 25 or less than 10 participants at request. Minimum 6 years of age for participants.

Participation Fees for group tours

- Minimum purchase of 10 tickets: Euro 12 each
- Each person beyond 10 participants, max. 25: Euro 10 each
- Children/young people up to 15 years of age: Euro 6 each
- School class groups: Euro 6 each (Teachers free of charge)

For booking a tour at your desired timing, please use the adjoined form or contact directly our service provider MUENCHEN CITY TOUR by e-mail: wollmann.n@t-online.de or by mobile phone +49 1728612308.